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1 of 1 review helpful The Sovereign Series a new side to Mr Decker s writting By Sunflower This is the 3rd book in a 
series the first book Forbidden I purchased not knowing this but by the end I couldn t wait to read Mortal The last 
book Sovereign was not quite as compeling as the first two but as it went on you couldn t wait to get to the end I loved 
the ending so clever how Mr Decker ended it The ser Nine years after Rom Sebastian was thrust into the most unlikely 
of circumstances as hero and bearer of an unimaginable secret the alliance of his followers is in disarray An epic battle 
with the Order has left them scattered and deeply divided both in strategy and resolve in their struggle to become truly 
alive and free Only forty nine truly alive followers remain loyal to Rom This meager band must fight for survival as 
the Order is focused on their total annihil From Booklist Mortal 2012 book 2 in the Books of Mortals trilogy took 
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place 10 years after the first book in the series Forbidden 2011 This third installment too skips ahead a decade Rom 
Sebastian lead 
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